Automotive

Tyre Inflators / Spreaders

Foot Pumps

A tough steel frame with non slip rubber feet and an ergonomic treadplate
with large rubber cover for improved grip. The 60cm rubber hose has a
double head that accepts both Presta and Schrader valves. The analogue
gauge reads up to 100psi and 7bar. The twin cylinder pump gives rapid
tyre inflation and wider frame allows for better stability in use.

Extra nozzle adapters are
included for sports balls
and water inflatables.

0-100psi / 7bar

Single Cylinder

FAIAUFPUMP1
£13.49 Ex VAT £16.19 Inc VAT

Twin Cylinder

FAIAUFPUMP2
£16.94 Ex VAT £20.33 Inc VAT

12v Tyre Inflator
Powered from a 12 volt car
cigarette lighter or power
outlet, this useful pump
will inflate tyres up to
100psi / 7bar. Fitted
with an easy read
analogue gauge and
a 2.8m cable. Extra
nozzle adapters are
included for sports balls
and water inflatables.
0-100psi / 7bar

Hand Pump

A hand pump with a pressure gauge that
inflates up to 160psi / 11bar. The durable metal
body has foot rests to keep the pump stable in
use. The 60cm rubber hose has a double head
that accepts both Presta and Schrader valves.
Extra nozzle adapters for sports balls and
water inflatables are included.
0-160psi
/ 11bar
FAIAUHPUMP
£17.23 Ex VAT
£20.68 Inc VAT

FAIAUTYINFLO
£16.84 Ex VAT
£20.21 Inc VAT

Filler and Spreader Set

Suitable for both automotive and decorating work. A selection of four sizes of flexible
sprung stainless steel filling and spreading knives, ideal for applying fillers. The range
of blade sizes make these knives ideal for use on large areas and also in confined
spaces. A wide handle style provides a firm grip
and aids in applying an even pressure
across the blade to provide a smooth,
even finish. The handles feature a
soft-grip coating for user comfort
and a handy hanging hole.

FAISGFILLERS
£9.15 Ex VAT £10.98 Inc VAT

Flexible
blade

4

PIECE SET

Sizes: 50mm, 75mm,
100mm, 150mm
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